
Modal Music Workshop 
A creative approach to improvisation and composing through Modal Music. 

__________________________________ 

Biography 
Rúben Monteiro is a multi-instrumentalist, producer and composer 

which places himself within an uncommonly wide range of musical 

genres. His current projects swing from progressive rock to 

Mediterranean music, including also in this sonic path medieval and folk 

rock, as well as fusion.  

  

Since the beginning has he been connected to stringed instruments, 

having started his musical education at Luis António Maldonado 

Rodrigues School, in his hometown Torres Vedras, Portugal. He started 

off with piano lessons and afterwards completed the Music 

Conservatory’s Fifth Degree on classical guitar. Later licensed and post 

graduated in Medieval Archeology at the Lisbon’s Universidade Nova  

he developed a special interest for the ancient cultures and music, 

specially from Medieval and Middle Eastern music. 

In the last years he has been dedicated to Eastern and Western Modal 

Music study. To develop this knowledge he had study the eastern 

modal music with the Portuguese guitar master Gonçalo Pereira and 

with the Masters Efrén Lopez and Ross Daly, to going deep in eastern 

modal music particularly from Turkey. 

Since the year 2000 Ruben M. had released around 12 albums, in solo 

and with different groups, and had travel with his music trough several 
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countries such as Portugal, Spain, Germany, Italy, Poland, Lithuania, 

Estonia, Malaysia and India. 

Afghan Rubab, Lavta from Istanbul, Saz Baglama, Hurdy-gurdy, 

Bouzouki and the Electric Guitar are the instruments that are most 

presented in Ruben’s compositions. 

__________________________________ 

Presentation 
Ruben Monteiro presents a Modal Music workshop from a creative 

approach to improvisation and composing. The main purpose of this 

workshop is to share important tools for improvisation and for the 

creation of new compositions. This tools goes around the greek modes 

and harmony, typically of the western tempered system, and also an 

introduction to the non-tempered eastern system, mainly focusing the 

Turkish Makams. 

_____________________________ 
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Modules 
This course is divided in two parts. The first part is called “West | 

Tempered Scales and Modes” and the second “East | Tetra, 

Pentachords and Makams”. 

Each part is sub-divided in three modules so the participants could 

learn and capture all the information in a gradual and progressive way. 

.West 

In the west modules are explained the scales, modes, chords 

composition, and the main rules of modal music as an important start 

point to improvise and create music. 

All the participants will have access to an easy-use and intuitive Manual 

created and compiled by Ruben M. specially for this presentation. 

In each mode the audio examples, graphics and charts will help the 

participant to follow all the process. 

.East 

In the East modules are presented the non-tempered scale, the notion 

of “koma" intervals and the elements that constitute a Makam, such as 

the Tetra and Pentachords. 

All the workshop is rich in practical examples and exercises so the 

participants could accustom the ear to the quarter notes. 

The main purpose of this module it’s to understand how to interpret 

and understand the turkish makam system as an important cultural 

heritage of the ancient modal music. 

_________________________________ 
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Improvise and Create 
Improvise and create it’s the final target of this workshop. All the tools 

that are offered in this course have the purpose of increasing the 

database and melodic possibilities of who improvises and creates. 

During the course are made several improvisational sessions on certain 

rules so that each participant can immediately explore what have 

learned and share it. 

Participants 
Are able to participate on this workshop all the musicians and curious 

that could play an eastern or western instrument or sing. It’s not 

indispensable that the participant could read music notation but it’s 

important that have a good practice of ear. 

To play the eastern makam system it’s advisable that the participant has 

an instrument that could reach the quarter notes, such as Oud, Violin, 

Viola, Cello, Lavta, Baglama, Ney, Fretless guitar or Bass. 

As a way to enable a guitar player to play the makam system it’s 

possible to put extra-frets or to fretless the instrument. 

________________________________ 
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The Concert 
Ruben Monteiro presents a concert at the end of the workshop. This 
show can be seen by the general public and participants that should 
interpret it as a resume and a live demonstration of what they have 
learn. 
In this concert the repertoire will comprehend Ruben’s original 
compositions within modal music and also traditional songs from 
Afghanistan, Bulgaria, Turkey and Portugal. 

______________________________ 

Duration 
The length can be in different forms, depending on the desired 
situation. 
- Express Day | A just one intensive day | 8 hours; 
- Full lenght Master Class | 3/4 days | 6 hours per day; 
- Other forms proposed by the contracting entity. 
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Conditions and Remuneration 
The remuneration of this workshop can be done in two ways: 
- Price per participant and percentage for former and contracting 

entity; like this the price for each participant and the percentage 
should be agreed between the contracting entity and the former 
Ruben M. 

- Total price: - Express Day | 200€ or Full Length Master Class | 500€ 
plus accommodation, food and travel costs. 

- Other forms please contact for detailed budget. 

_________________________________ 

Contact and Web 

www.rubenmonteiro.pt 
monteruben@gmail.com 

(+351) 965705922 
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